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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks (WSN) contains
resource constrained characteristics in terms of limited
storage capacity and limited energy. Energy consumption is
the major resource in WSN. For that reason, need to
implement energy efficient routing protocol in WSN. Routing
is one of the most important problems in mobile WSN. The
proposed work is called hierarchical Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) based routing protocol for mobile WSN with mobile
sensor nodes and static sink. This protocol is energy efficient
and reliable routing protocol. The protocol uses the deputy
cluster head (DCH) to curtail the re-clustering time and
energy necessities. The procedure of joining and leaving the
cluster members to or from clusters are handled by this
protocol. It also handles the cluster head leave operation from
the cluster. Simulation results show that DHT based routing
protocol provide more network lifetime and throughput than
the E2R2 protocol. It requires less average communication
energy compared to E2R2 protocol.
Keywords—Mobile WSN; DHT based routing; PEGASIS
algorithm; CH panel; energy efficiency; reliability.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network considered as real time
embedded system deployed in a particular region to sense
various types of environmental parameters such as
temperature, gas, humidity pressure, etc. The huge
applications of WSN like habitant monitoring,
surveillances, forest fire detection, transport monitoring
etc. have created a lot of interest among the researcher
community in recent past [1]. Typically, WSNs are densely
deployed in perilous places where battery recharge or
replacement is nearly impossible and human monitoring
scheme is highly risky. These sensor nodes sense the data
and forward towards a resourceful sink. Depending on the
application type, the sink is placed either far away from the
sensor field or within the sensor field. Designing energy
efficient and reliable routing protocols for mobile
significant WSN applications such as battlefield inspection,
health monitoring and wildlife monitoring is a great
challenge due to the frequent change of the network
topology. Cluster-based routing protocols are measured as
more energy efficient since in these protocols, cluster head
produce finite valuable information from a large amount of
raw sensed data by member nodes in a cluster and transmit
this specific valuable information to the sink [2].
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The sensor nodes are economical, disposable, and
predictable to last awaiting their energy drains out.
Therefore, energy is a very restricted source for a WSN
system, and it needs to be managed in a best fashion.
Reliable and successful packet delivery at the sink is
preferred. Energy efficiency is an important quality of any
application of WSN [3]. Routing of data in WSN is an
important task, and considerable amount of energy can be
saved if routing can be carried out delicately. Routing is an
issue linked to the network layer of the protocol stack of
WSN. In multi-hop communication, the most important
issue may be the selection of the intermediate nodes in the
route. The intermediate nodes are to be selected in such a
way that the energy requirement is minimized. At the same
time, the packets are to be delivered at the sink reliably and
successfully [4].
Hierarchical routing is considered to be an energyefficient and scalable approach. There are several
hierarchical routing protocols proposed for WSN [5]–[9].
All these routing protocols are not fit to hold mobility of
the sensor nodes. Some routing protocols to hold mobility
in ad hoc networks, but this protocol not supports the WSN
setup [9]. WSN have the different features and the unique
constraints than the ad hoc networks. Moreover, the WSN
applications have diverse sets of necessities [9]. Mobile
sensor nodes are moving from one location to another, so
the routing process is challenging problem in WSN.
The major goal of the DHT based routing protocol is to
achieve energy efficiency and to provide connectivity to
the nodes. The objective behind the routing is that the data
packets need to move in the course of proper routes in spite
of node mobility and in occurrence of consequent link
failures or error in the route. The DHT based routing
protocol can handle the high mobility sensor nodes. The
DHT based routing protocol handles the cluster member
leave and joins operation from/to clusters. The protocol
used the PEGASIS clustering algorithm used to reduce the
number of dead nodes and energy requirements compared
to LEACH protocol.
II.

PROPOSED WORK

A narrative energy efficient scheme is proposed for
mobile WSN. The proposed protocol, which is called
hierarchical DHT based routing, it offers fault tolerance by
generating multiple energy efficient routes. They are also
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needed to accommodate and handle efficiently nodes
failure. This hierarchical organization is practical to
optimize the energy utilization by condensing data passage
in cluster heads and performing large routing hops.
A. Clustering Algorithm
The sensor nodes are randomly deployed over a
geographic region. After that clusters are formed based on
the PEGASIS clustering algorithm [10]. The PEGASIS
algorithm is worked based on the each and every node
transmit data packet to its close neighbors until reaches the
data packet to the sink. PEGASIS clustering algorithm is a
chain based protocol. Using the greedy algorithm the
chains are computed by the sink and transmit it to all the
sensor nodes. PEGASIS algorithm will share the energy
load equally to the entire sensor nodes in the network. The
node’s are planned to construct a chain, which can either
be talented by the sensor nodes themselves using a greedy
algorithm starting from some node. The proposed protocol
consists of cluster head panel. The CH panel contains one
CH and two Deputy Cluster Head (DCH) nodes [11].

B.

CH Selection
After the cluster formation, the sink selects the set of
nodes to construct the CH panel from each cluster.CH
panel contains three nodes which are CH and DCH nodes.
CH panel nodes are elected based on the cumulative credit
point (CCP) calculated from the three parameters, namely,
residual energy level of the node, degree of the node (i.e.,
the number of neighbors), and mobility level of the node
(i.e., speed range of the sensor node). Highest CCP value
node is elected as CH node and remaining nodes are act as
DCH nodes. CH node need to have the higher residual
energy (balance energy), more number of neighbors and
low mobility (speed range of the sensor nodes). In static
WSN cumulative credit point calculation method was
discussed in [12] to select CH and DCH. The cluster set up
valid for a particular time interval that can be specified at
the time of implementation. The cumulative credit point is
calculated by the algorithm. CCP algorithm is executed by
the sink for each cluster in the field.
The CH node used to collect the data packet from its
member. CH aggregates the collected data packet and
forwards the data packet to the sink by using single hop or
multi-hop fashion. This part of data packet forwarding will
take place according to the communication pattern or the
route distributed by the sink. According to the
communication pattern data forwarding takes place. The
communication pattern is distributed by the sink.
If the node failure or link failure occur in the route of
CH-sink, CH may ask the help of any one of the DCH
nodes to forward the data packets towards the sink. The
two DCH nodes are used to keep up the connectivity inside
the clusters. This is the reason for selecting two DCH
nodes.

uses the node’s unique identifier (UID) as the key value.
CH and DCH maintain the DHT. DHT contains the
information of node’s UID and respective node
information. A node distributes their UID to the neighbor’s
nodes. Using this UID any one node can get the particular
node’s information from the CH-DHT. Sink, may also get
the any node’s information from the CH-DHT using the
UID.

D. Unique Identifier Assignment
Sink assigns a unique identifier to each and every
cluster head. For example 1,2,3, etc. CH generates a
random number and it can be append with CH unique
identifier and this identifier is assigned to a Cluster
Member (CM) and DCH nodes. For example CH generates
a random number 16 then it will append to CH’s unique
identifier 1 and get (116) which is unique identifier of
cluster member. While CH generating random number it
checks the random number of other cluster member, if the
random number is assigned to some other nodes it will
generate new random number. So, it can easily identify the
particular CM belongs to which cluster. These unique
identifiers are valid for a particular time interval. Fig.1
depicts the unique identifier assignment of CH and CM.
Once the unique identifier assigning of the nodes is
complete, the hashing of nodes based on these unique
identifier takes place. DHT uses the unique identifier as the
key value. Each and every cluster head and DCH maintains
DHT. Using this unique identifier, cluster members
residual energy, mobility information, location information
and neighbor’s list information’s are stored in the CH-DHT
and DCH-DHT. DCH collect this information from the
cluster member and sent to the CH. Based on the DHT
information CH generates multiple path for routing. This
routing strategy saves energy in cluster member without
causing bottlenecks in cluster heads. DCH send the list of
all keys to the sink. Therefore, sink can be able to lookup
the information of cluster member’s from CH-DHT or
DCH-DHT.
E. Cluster Member Joining Operation
If a new node wants to join the DHT system, it sends a
join message to an existing node. This message will be
forwarded from a node to another until reaching the node
cluster head. Fig. 2 depicts, N1 sends the join request
message to the nearest neighbor until it reaches the CH. CH
generates a unique identifier and key that will sent to the
node N1. N1 sends the residual energy, mobility
information, location information and neighbor’s list
information’s to the CH. CH updates the DHT with the
new cluster member information.

C. Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
DHT is a trendy decentralized distributed system. The
main benefit of DHT is its efficient lookup service. Data in
DHT is organized into (key, value) pairs. The DHT system
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identifier is revoked from the CH and it is assigned to
DCH.

CH

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

N1
Cluster member leave operation.

SINK

Unique identifier assignment.

CH

Fig. 4.

DCH

Cluster headship gets shifted to DCH.

N1
Fig. 2.

H. CH-Sink Network Creation

Cluster member join operation.

F. Cluster Member Leave Operation
If a cluster member wants to leave from the DHT
system, it sends a leave message to the CH. Fig. 3 depicts,
N1 sends the leave request message to the CH. CH delete
the information of N1 from the DHT and N1’s unique
identifier, may be assigned to some other new joining
nodes.
G. CH Leave Operation
Due to the node mobility, the CH node drops the
connectivity to its cluster member nodes. This process
affects the throughput level at the sink in terms of data
packet delivery to the sink. In that circumstance, the CH
wants to leave from cluster. So, CH sends the leave request
message to the sink. Sink inform the CH to surrender the
charge of cluster headship. The sink may give the cluster
head job to one of the two DCHs. This arrangement saves
the considerable amount of time and cost of selection
procedure of CH. In Fig. 4 shows the CH’s unique
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The CH and DCH update their location information
with the sink; the DCH nodes send the cluster member’s
key to the sink. Using this key sink can collect the cluster
member’s information. Based on this information sink
computes more number multi-hop routes for each of the
CH node. By taking into consideration the CH nodes only,
the routes are generated. A graph H is constructed by using
the CH nodes in the field of sensor nodes. Graph H shows
the connectivity among the CH nodes. Based on the CH
nodes radio ranges and the geographic locations the links
are generated by using graph H. Then the sink generates
multiple spanning tree [10] based routes for each of the
CH-sink itself. The root of the spanning tree is BS. By
considering each CH, the sink generates a detach pool of
multi-hop routes. Each CH node gets the energy efficient
route from the sink.
I. Energy expenditure of a route
Let consider route R in (1). Route R contains m edges.
So the total number of node involved in the route is m+1.
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R = {a, b, c, …, g, h}.
(1)

Rx->y = {(a, b)|Ex->y->(a, b) < Ex->(a, b)}.

Consider above route R, here a is a source node and h is
a destination node.
The total energy expenditure of a route is calculated by
using the sum of energy expenditures of the edges in the
route. Energy expenditure is depends on the sum of
transmission and reception expenditure.
Then, the total energy expenditure involved in R can be
calculated by using as (2) and (3).
Therefore
EER = [ ETx (k, da,b) + ERx(k) ] + [ETx(k, db,c) + ERx(k)
]+…. + [ ETx(k, dg,h) + ERx(k) ].
(2)
EER = [ETx(k, da,b) + ETx(k, db,c) + …….. + ETx (k, dg,h)]+
n × ERx(k).
(3)
Energy expenditure for transmitting a data packet of
size k bit between two nodes being separated and the
distance between the nodes is d unit. It is expressed in (4).
Energy expenditure for receiving a data packet of size k
bit between two nodes. It is expressed in (5).
ETx(k, d) = k(Eelec + εamp × dγ).
(4)
ERx(k) = k × Eelec.
(5)

Here, R indicates need of relay, and E indicates energy
requirement. Now, the obtainable equation can be
interpreted as follows: The energy requirements of
transmitting the data packet to the source node x to
destination node z with the help of relay node y require less
energy compared to direct transmission of node x to node
z, where y is located at (a, b).
The sensor nodes are act as active state or dormant
state. Some sensor nodes are programmed for dormant
state (low-power state). If a node in low-power state, it
does not perform sensing and relaying activities. This
process can be opted when the observation of two sensor
nodes are in very close proximity. There is a very high
chance of they sense the similar and redundant data from
its surrounding environment. On the basis of the location
information and proximity of the nodes, the CH schedules
the some sensor nodes into low-power state. In that way
the coverage area of the network does not get affected.
Again, at later some time, the node will get state transition
from its low-power state to the active state as informed by
the CH.
The sink dispense the time-division multiple access
(TDMA)- based medium access time slot to the CH and
DCH nodes from the each cluster. This process enables the
communication with the sink. So that different CH nodes
use different frequency bands so the communication is
done by simultaneously. The CH nodes dispense the
TDMA-based medium access slot to their cluster members,
to enable the communication with the cluster head. So that
different cluster member (CM) nodes use different
frequency bands so the communication is done by
simultaneously.

Where γ path loss exponent; Eelec denotes the energy
consumption caused by digital coding, modulation,
filtering, and spreading of the signal; and εamp is the energy
consumed by the transmitter power amplifier.

III PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The route is valid only for a particular time interval T.
After this time interval T, the sink sends the alternate route
to the CH. This technique avoids the failure of intermediate
node.
The condition for selecting a multi-hop route:
A multi-hop route must acquire less energy expenditure
than a direct route.
Consider the nodes x, y and z. Node x is a source node,
y is a relay node or intermediate node and z is a destination
node. Node x wants to transmit the data packet to node z.
The aim is node x transmit the data packets to node z with
the minimum energy requirements. The position of node z
is (a, b).
If the following condition is true then only node y acts
as a relay or intermediate node. Otherwise direct
transmission takes place.
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Fig. 5.

Average communication energy

The above Fig. 5 depicts the DHT based routing
protocol requires less communication energy compared to
E2R2 protocol. If the area of the network is increased, then
the average communication energy also increased. This is
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because of the fact that long-distance communication
requires more energy expenditure than the short-distance
communication.
It has been observed in the below Fig.6 if the data rate
is increased, then the throughput is decreased for both the
DHT based routing and E2R2 protocols. Although, the DHT
based routing protocol outperforms the E2R2 protocol in
terms of throughput.

of lifetime and throughput. The protocol achieves the fault
tolerance by providing multiple links. The DHT based
routing protocol requires less communication energy
compared to E2R2 protocol. The protocol is useful when the
sensor nodes are in mobile and sink is in static like health
monitoring of animals and plants, animals can have sensors
attached to them in order to track their movements for
feeding habits, migration patterns or other research
purposes, environment mapping or surveillance and event
mapping applications. This protocol can manage the highly
dynamic sensor nodes.
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